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Why did you decide to move into the molecular neuroimaging field?
DR. GARIBOTTO

I have always been fascinated by the functioning of our brain and

when I discovered that PET imaging could “see” processes and neurotransmittors, I fell in love.

What are the most important findings you discovered
so far thanks to your/your groups research activities?
DR. GARIBOTTO

Our main results show that molecular imaging in individuals investi-

gated for cognitive impairment allows to detect the disease earlier and more accurately,
to improve the diagnostic process and to identify factors that can modulate the severity
of the disease expression. We studied different methods and strategies to evaluate
molecular imaging markers, to compare them and to measure them accurately.
Here some references for our main works on the topic:
Sala et al., 2022
Giannakopoulos et al., 2021
Boccardi et al., 2021
Altomare et al., 2021
Wolters et al., 2021
Chétalat et al., 2020

What are the most common used methods/modalities
to diagnose Alzheimer’s disease (AD)?
DR. GARIBOTTO

Most common: MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and CSF

(cerebrospinal fluid measurement of amyloid and tau pathologies). Closely followed
by PET, most commonly FDG PET but also Amyloid PET.

Can you describe an ideal pathway for AD diagnostic?
DR. GARIBOTTO

The pathway described in this paper is the most recent consensus

describing an ideal pathway taking PET into account: Chétalat et al., 2020

Brain PET is not very often used to diagnose AD in Switzerland,
what could be the reason for this?
DR. GARIBOTTO

The main limiting factors are:

– the current quite restrictive criteria for reimbursement
– the costs of the procedure
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Do you know of other countries where brain PET
is a standard diagnostic tool to diagnose AD?
DR. GARIBOTTO

The use is probably comparable across Europe, with local specifici-

ties. A list of reimbursement of biomarkers in AD across European countries was summarized here: Frisoni et al., 2017

What is the advantage of brain PET compared to
other diagnostic modalities in AD diagnostic?
DR. GARIBOTTO

FDG PET has higher sensitivity than MRI to assess neurodegenera-

tion in the early neurodegenerative phases (Caminiti et al., 2018), amyloid PET and tau
PET are the most accurate diagnostic methods to measure the two hallmarks of AD, also
in comparison with other methods to measure amyloid and tau in the cerebrospinal fluid
(f. e. Ramusino et al., 2020; Wolters et al., 2020).

How do you foresee AD diagnostic developing in the future?
DR. GARIBOTTO

A combination of imaging and plasma markers in an integrated diagnos-

tic approach (Garibotto et al., 2021): plasma based assessment for screening, PET evaluation
in intermediate cases (which I expect to be a large proportion) and in all cases where the topography of brain pathology can be relevant (severity staging, f. e., or atypical presentations)
and when a proof of brain pathology for treatment initiation and monitoring is needed.
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How do you foresee AD treatment developing in the future?
DR. GARIBOTTO

The approval of aducanumab, despite debate (Garibotto et al., 2021),

has demonstrated the importance of PET imaging for selecting populations for treatments
and for measuring their biological effects. Published data on newer drugs rely even more
heavily on the use of PET to
select patients to enroll in the
study and to explore the
drug‘s biological effects (Lowe
et al., 2021; Klein et al., 2021;
Klein et al., 2019; Swanson et
al., 2021).

»

 myloid PET and tau PET are the most
A
accurate diagnostic methods to measure
the two hallmarks of AD.

«

What would you like to accomplish next with your research?
DR. GARIBOTTO

I would like to position our center and group as a reference for the

clinical translation of molecular imaging markers in neurodegenerative conditions, for
diagnosis and treatment monitoring. These are exciting times for the field and I am
convinced we can truly help patients on a daily basis with our methods and tools.
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REVOLUTIONIZING
BRAIN PET IMAGING
• Alzheimer’s disease is a worldwide problem
for which proper diagnosis is critical to offer individualized treatment.
• Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is considered the gold standard
to diagnose Alzheimer’s disease but today’s PET devices
are large and expensive preventing its broad availability.
• Positrigo’s NeuroLF ® brain PET scanner is small and offers
an unmet price-value proposition to allow for wide adoption
and application.
• Beside a significant initial addressable market, future NeuroLF ®
applications will allow for attractive revenue growth.

ABOUT POSITRIGO
Positrigo is a pioneer in nuclear medical imaging technologies. Headquartered in Zurich,
Switzerland, the medical device company was founded in 2018 as a spin-off of ETH Zurich.
Positrigo’s technology, development, clinical testing and commercialization has been
supported by 4FO Venture Partners, Great Filter Ventures, Zurcher Kantonalbank (ZKB),
ETH Zurich Foundation, Venture Kick and the European Innovation Council.
NeuroLF ® – the company’s first device – is an ultra-compact brain PET scanner which has
applications in early assessment of causes of dementias, such as Alzheimer‘s disease and
other brain related disorders.
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	Positrigo AG
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8005 Zurich
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	Our office is in:
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